Woodside High School
Class of 2013
Four Year Colleges: Acceptances and Destinations*

Destinations indicated by *

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (UC)

UC Berkeley *
UC Davis *
UC Irvine *
UCLA *
UC Merced *
UC Riverside
UC San Diego*
UC Santa Barbara *
UC Santa Cruz *

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITIES (CSU)

California Maritime Academy *
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo *
Cal Poly, Pomona
CSU Channel Islands
CSU Chico *
CSU East Bay
CSU Fresno
CSU Long Beach
CSU Los Angeles
CSU Monterey Bay *
CSU Sacramento *
CSU San Bernardino
CSU San Marcos
CSU Stanislaus *
Humboldt State
San Diego State *
San Francisco State *
San Jose State *
Sonoma State*
PRIVATE COLLEGES—CALIFORNIA

Chapman University *
Dominican University *
La Verne University *
Loyola Marymount University [LMU] *
Marymount College
Menlo College *
Notre Dame de Namur *
Occidental College
Saint Mary’s College
Santa Clara University
University of San Francisco [USF] *
University of the Pacific [UOP]
University of Southern California [USC]
Vanguard University of Southern California *
Whittier College *

PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES—OUT-OF-STATE

Arizona State University *
Colorado State University
Indiana University
Louisiana State University *
McGill University *
Michigan State University
Montana State *
Northern Arizona University
Oregon State
Penn State
University of Alberta *
University of Arizona *
University of British Colombia
University of Calgary
University of Colorado, Boulder *
University of Denver
University of Hawaii *
University of Idaho *
University of Iowa
University of Kentucky *
University of Miami
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi *
University of Nevada, Las Vegas *
University of Nevada, Reno *
University of Oregon *
University of Portland
University of Utah *
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Washington [Seattle ]
Utah State University *
Washington State University
Western Washington University

PRIVATE COLLEGES—OUT-OF-STATE

Barnard College *
Boston College
Boston Conservatory of Music*
Boston University *
Butler University
Caldwell College *
Carnegie Mellon University
Case Western Reserve
Choppin State University
Clark University
Columbia
Drexel University
Eckerd College
Emerson College *
Florida Institute of Technology
Fordham University
Franklin College - Switzerland
Gonzaga *
Hamilton
Hampshire
Harvard University *
Johnson and Wales University *
Kenyon College *
Lewis and Clark College
Manhattan College *
Marlboro College
McGill University
Morgan State University
New York University [NYU]
Niagara University
Northeastern University
PACE
Pacific University [Oregon]
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rochester Institute of Technology
Saint Anselm College
Seattle University
Smith College *
St John’s University
Syracuse University *
Tulane University
Tuskegee University
University of Miami
University of Puget Sound *
Vassar
Westminster College
Willamette University *

Destinations indicated by *